NOTE: This Patient Helper Bracket is specifically used for the Hill-Rom TotalCare bed.

PATIENT HELPER BRACKET INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Raise the TotalCare bed frame to its highest position to facilitate bracket installation.
2. Remove lower roller bumpers from bed frame. These are located under the transport handles. These bolts will not be used to install the Patient Helper Bracket (referred to as the Bracket hereafter).
3. Place the Bracket between the transport handles and align holes of the Bracket with the holes left by the removal of the roller bumpers. Place shims between underside of bed frame and the lower bracket arms.
4. Using 3" carriage bolts & nuts provided with the Bracket, thread from the top making sure to capture the Bracket, bed frame and shims. Secure with nut.
5. Attach Roller Bumpers to the bottom Cross Bar of the Bracket using the supplied bolts and nuts.

PATIENT HELPER INSTALLATION

1. Lower the bed frame to facilitate installation of the Patient Helper.
2. Insert curved upright into the vertical tubular opening in the Bracket. Rotate the Black Knob to engage the upright bar using the Black Knob, tighten until secure.
3. Attach the trapeze arm assembly to the curved upright and secure by tightening the Black Handle.
4. Attach the trapeze to the octagonal tubing and adjust chain length as needed.